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Vocabulary 

Chapter 1 

Produce p.7 noun – fruits and vegetables 

Chapter 2 

Exception p.15 noun – something that doesn’t follow the rule 

Fortunate p.16 adjective – receiving some unexpected good 

Chapter 3 

Insulted p.20 verb – to treat with rudeness  

Orphans p.21 noun – a young child or animal that lost both parents 

Sermon p.24 noun – a religious speech given at a worship service 

Chapter 4 

Constellations p.28 noun – a collection of stars 

Chapter 5 

Pews p.33 noun – a benches with backs fixed in rows in a church 

Applauded p.38 verb – to show approval by clapping of hands  

Chapter 6 

Embarrassed p.42 adjective – feeling self-conscious 

Chapter 7 

Prideful p.45 adjective – full of pride; haughty 

Peculiar p.47 adjective- odd; unusual 

Recalls p.49 verb – remembers 

Talent p.50 noun something that comes naturally to someone  

Chapter 8 

Irritating p.53 adjective – causing annoyance 

Trustworthy p.55 adjective - dependable 

Chapter 9 

Identical p.61 adjective – being the same 
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Chapter 10 

Green thumb noun – an unusual ability to make plants grow 

Chapter 11 

Pathological fear p.75 adjective – a fear that can’t be calmed down or reasoned with  

Terrorized p.76 verb – to scare or threat 

Chapter 12 

Criminal p.84 noun- someone who has committed a crime 

Chapter 13 

Retarded p.90 adjective – a mean name used to call someone who is slow 

Ignorant p.91 adjective – doesn’t have knowledge or education 

Chapter 14 

Judge p.96 verb – to form an opinion 

Chapter 15 

Dramatic p.103 adjective – striking in appearance or effect 

Chapter 16 

Enlisted p.104 verb – signed up for the military 

Abiding p.105 adjective – endure; continuing for a long time 

Chapter 17 

Sensation p.110 noun - a feeling of interest or excitement 

Affair p.111 noun – matter  

Ingredient p.114 noun – an item found in a recipe 

Chapter 18 

Melancholy p.121 adjective – sadness  

Apologize p.123 verb – to say sorry for hurting someone else 

Idle p.125 adjective- vain; lacking worth, purpose or substance 

Chapter 19 

Nerve p.129 verb – to have strength or courage  

Chapter 20 

Theme p.141 noun- subject or topic 
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Chapter 21  

Decorate p.146 verb – to furnish with ornaments; beautify 

Chapter 22 

Amuse p.151 verb – to entertain or make one laugh 

Complicated p.153 adjective – having parts intricately combined  

Predict p.154 verb – to foretell something in advance; in this case the weather 

Chapter 23 

Guests p.158 noun – a person who is entertained in one’s house 

Chapter 24  

Argue p.164 verb – to disagree or contend 

Chapter 25 

Plumb p.170 adverb – completely; absolutely 

Burglar p.173 noun – one who steals from another 

Hymns p.175 noun – a song of praise to God 

Chapter 26 

Strummed p.182 verb – to brush the fingers over the strings of a musical instrument 


